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</tr>
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F 252  
SS=0  

This REQUIREMENT is not met as evidenced by:  
Based on observations and staff interviews, the facility failed to keep resident care areas and common area free from offensive odors that resembled urine, stool, musty and sour smells. This was evident in 1 of 4 resident care units. (Unit 500)  

Findings included:  
Observation on 1/22/13 at 6:20 PM revealed an offensive odor resembling stool permeating in the hallway near room 501. There was a resident in room 501 at this time and this resident was clean and groomed. Again at 8:10 PM on 1/22/13 there was an offensive odor of stool in the hallway of 501. No residents were in the hallway.  

Observation on 1/22/13 at 6:30 PM revealed a strong offensive lingering odor that resembled a musty and sour smell in the 5th floor dining room.  

Observation on 1/22/13 at 8:05 PM revealed 2 green colored fabric chairs and 1 recliner chair in the hallway across from the elevator on the 5th floor. These chairs had a strong offensive smell resembling urine. These chairs were unoccupied.  
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<tr>
<td>F 252</td>
<td>Observation on 1/23/13 at 10:58 AM revealed 3 green print colored fabric type chairs were positioned in front of the elevator on the 5th floor. Each chair had a folded white colored towel. There was a smell resembling urine noted from these chairs. These chairs were unoccupied. Observation on 1/23/13 at 1:50 PM revealed upon exiting the elevator on the 5th floor an offensive odor that resembled urine was detected. There were 3 green print colored fabric type chairs in front of the elevator on the 5th floor. There was still strong offensive odor that resembled urine. Interview on 1/23/13 at 2 PM with (housekeeper) HK#1 assigned to the 5th floor revealed &quot;try to wipe down the chairs as much as we [sic] I can. I have not cleaned the chairs in the hallway for a long while (not specific about the time).&quot;</td>
<td>F 252</td>
<td>2. On 1/24/13- The Administrator reviewed the cleaning schedule for chairs with Housekeeping Manager to ensure ongoing disinfecting and deodorizing. No residents found to be affected. To assure residents having any potential to be affected Housekeeping Manager implemented plan for chairs throughout facility to be deep cleaned-chairs were cleaned with U-One Disinfectant Germicidal-Staff Development Coordinator verified deep clean with follow up audit. Chairs will continue to be cleaned weekly and as needed dependent on resident activity. 3. Staff Development Coordinator conducted an in-service with nursing &amp; Housekeeping staff on 1/23/13 regarding monitoring and addressing odors and awareness of chairs and equipment for cleaning purposes. Staff Development Coordinator &amp; Housekeeping Manager planned follow up in-service for Nursing &amp; Housekeeping Staff regarding monitoring and addressing odors and awareness to be completed by 2/18/13. To further ensure compliant practice, the facilities Concierge will monitor for compliance with walking rounds on a daily basis during her usual work day to check chairs and/or any odors.</td>
<td>2/18/13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F 252  Continued From page 2  
and they still had a smell of urine.

Observation at 1/23/13 at 3:45 p.m. revealed upon exiting the elevator on the 5th floor a urine odor was noted.

Observation on 1/23/13 at 4 PM revealed upon exiting the elevator on the 5th floor a strong lingering offensive odor which resembled urine was detected that permeated through the hallways.

Observation on 1/24/13 at 9:50 AM revealed a strong lingering urine odor noted in the hallway of rooms 519-531. There were two containers of overflowing soiled linens.

Interview on 1/24/13 at 10:10 AM with the administrator revealed her expectations were high and expected a clean and odor free facility.

483.25(h) FREE OF ACCIDENT HAZARDS/SUPERVISION/ DEVICES

The facility must ensure that the resident environment remains as free of accident hazards as is possible; and each resident receives adequate supervision and assistance devices to prevent accidents.

This REQUIREMENT is not met as evidenced by:
Based on observations, record review and staff interviews, the facility failed to provide a floor mat next to the bed to prevent injury for 1 resident.

F 323  1.1/23/13 Resident #1 was resting in low bed during time surveyor was observing without incident and mat returned to bed side. Resident not affected. Nursing staff cleaned and returned mat. Unit Manager assured safety of resident by assessment of resident when mat was returned.

2/18/13
Nursing staff involved addressed by DON for immediate corrective action—
with discipline/education. Resident not affected.

2. 1/23/13-Director of Nursing & Staff Development initiated an audit to
assure residents with safety equipment needs, had them in place. Audit
showed safety equipment in place.
1/23/13 Staff Development initiated in-service for facility staff regarding
safety equipment for residents to assure compliance for residents having
potential to be affected. In-service completed by 1/28/13. No residents
affected.

3. Facility implemented systemic change with process to have spare
mats available on unit during times mats are being disinfected so that a
resident will have one available. Staff Development
instructed/communicated to facility
staff on systemic change 1/28/13.
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<tr>
<td>F 323</td>
<td>Continued From page 4 The NA left to get help to transfer the resident to the chair. When the NA returned to the room she found the resident lying on her back next to the bed. The resident said her head hurt. There were no injuries noted on examination. On 9/28/12 the resident had a fall from the bed and sustained a hematoma to the right upper arm near her shoulder, was transferred to the emergency room (ER). An X-ray was done and no fractures were noted. The resident was returned to the facility. On 10/6/12 a nursing assistant (NA) observed the resident slide from the bed to the floor. No injuries were noted. On 10/13/12 the resident was observed on the floor next to the bed. A 1.5 inch laceration was sustained above the left eye. There was discoloration to the left side of the resident’s face and neck and bruising on her left hand. The resident was transferred to the ER. Sutures were placed and the resident was returned to the facility. A physician’s progress note dated 10/14/12 referred to the resident’s fall on 10/13/12 and noted that the laceration required sutures and were placed at the hospital. The resident’s prognosis was extremely guarded in that the resident did not call for help and she was probably having more delusions. On 11/11/12 an incident report revealed the resident was observed on the floor next to the bed in an upright position.</td>
<td>F 323</td>
<td>4. A daily audit of safety equipment needs for residents will be conducted by Unit Managers/Nursing Supervisors one time each shift seven days per week for two months and/or 100% compliance. The results of this audit will be brought to monthly QAPI by Director of Nursing and any issues/trends identified will be addressed and an action plan continued until 100% compliance. The facilities QAPI is the Quality Assurance team focused on Performance Improvement.</td>
<td>2/18/13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F 323 Continued From page 5

Review of the care plan dated 11/2/12 indentified the resident at risk for falls with a history of fall, hypertension and, diabetes. The problem onset date was identified as 7/11/12. Interventions included keeping the bed in a low position and a mat beside the bed.

Observations on 1/23/12 at 2:30 PM and again at 3:45 PM revealed resident #1 was lying in a low bed. There was no floor mat next to the bed and there were no staff members present in the resident’s room.

In an interview with NA #1 at 3:45 PM on 1/23/13 she stated that she did not know where the mat was and the resident was in bed when she arrived. She further stated that she did not usually work on that unit.

An interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) on 1/24/13 at 9:35 AM revealed the floor mat was removed on 1/23/13 for cleaning because the Nursing Assistant (NA) noticed it was sticky.

An interview with NA #2 on 1/24/13 at 10:07 AM revealed she removed the mat from the bedside on 1/23/13 for cleaning while the resident was out of bed. She stated that the second shift returned the resident to bed.

In an interview with the Director of Housekeeping on 1/24/13 at 10:46 AM he stated that, if needed, maintenance could provide a replacement mat.

An interview with the DON on 1/24/13 at 11:42 AM revealed her expectations were that the mat would be returned to the floor when the resident was put to bed.
An interview with the Unit Manager (UM) on 1/24/13 at 11:45 AM revealed the floor mat was removed from the room for cleaning on 1/23/13 between 2:00 PM and 2:30 PM. She cleaned the mat with sanitizing wipes and it was put back on the resident’s floor between 4:00 PM and 5:00 PM. When questioned she stated that she would expect the NA to tell her if the mat was needed.

An interview with NA #1 at 12:00 PM on 1/24/13 revealed that when she came on duty at 3:00 PM on 1/23/13 she noticed the floor mat was not in the resident’s room. She stated that when she asked NA #2 where the mat was, she told her it was cleaned and was drying. She stated she asked the UM about the mat and it was returned to the bedside.

In an interview with the administrator on 1/24/13 at 12:15 PM she stated that her expectations were that the resident’s safety be ensured through staff observation until the mat was returned. The mat should have been placed on the floor immediately when the resident was returned to bed. She further revealed that resident #1 could have been kept in her chair until the mat was put back down or another mat was obtained.